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Start Next week
sm
s
t set t (to start a journey) n a tr p/jo n y.
Semicolon
◦ Link (in a single sentence) two independent clauses that are closely related
in thought. Both parts have equal position or rank. "Some people write with
a word processor; others write with a pen or pencil."
◦ Use a semicolon between two independent clauses that are connected by
conjunctive adverbs or transitional phrases. "But however they choose to
write, people are allowed to make their own decisions; as a result, many people swear by
their writing methods."
◦ Use a semicolon between items in a list or series if any of the items contain
commas. "There are basically two ways to write: with a pen or pencil, which is
inexpensive and easily accessible; or by computer and printer, which is more expensive
but quick and neat."
Use a semicolon between independent clauses joined by a coordinating
conjunction if the clauses are already punctuated with commas or if the
clauses are lengthy. "Some people write with a word processor, typewriter, or a computer;
but others, for different reasons, choose to write with a pen or pencil."
COORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS
for
and
nor
but
or
yet
so
t
fold
◦ twice as great or as numerous."a twofold increase in the risk"
having two parts or elements."the twofold demands of the business and
motherhood"
◦
adverb
adverb: two-fold
1. so as to double; to twice the number or amount."use increased more than twofold
from 1979 to 1989"
ballotbox
the polls/ polling station.
ballot box
bombardment
differing
(w
d) beg t d ffe .
(I don’t agree.)
T b
f r +object.

notwithstanding

(adj)

T be r sp ns ble to of f r +object.
He is the responsible
He is the responsible
f r
(object).
He is the person responsible
(adv)
(n)
r sp ns bl
r sp ns bl t
doctored images
to add a foreign substance to; adulterate: Someone had doctored the drink. 13. to
revise, alter, or adapt (a photograph, manuscript, etc.) in order to serve a specific
purpose or to improve the material: to doctor a play.
unmoral immoral.
Prohibiting th s fak d m g s fr m b n p blish d.
aforementioned denoting a thing or person previously mentioned.
"songs from the aforementioned album"

